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If I am not asked I know what time is; but if I am asked I do not.
St Augustine of Hippo [354-430]

J.W.

Dunne
: An
Experiment

With

Time
John William Dunne FRAeS (1875–1949) was an Anglo-Irish aeronautical engineer

and author. In the field of parapsychology, he achieved a pre-eminence through his
theories on dreams and authoring books preoccupied with the question of the nature
of time. As a pioneering aeronautical engineer in the early years of the 20th century,
Dunne worked on many early military aircraft, concentrating on tailless designs,
producing inherently stable aircraft. [Wiki]
He is also
credited with
the first
mounting of a
working machine
gun on an
aeroplane, for
the Canadian
Airforce 1913.
[A] A self-conscious person is one ‘who knows that he knows’; a willer is one who
after all the motives which determine choice have been taken into account, can
choose between those motives ; and time is – but this book is about that.
[An Experiment With Time 1927 p4 his italics]

This is - merely the account of an extremely cautious reconnaissance in a rather novel
direction – an account presented in the customary form of a narrative of the actual
proceedings concerned, coupled with a statement of the theoretical considerations
believed to be involved – and the dramatic, seemingly bizarre character of the early part of
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the story need occasion the reader no misgivings . . . .the task which had to be
accomplished at that stage was the ‘isolating’ [to borrow a term from the chemists] of a
single basic fact an accumulation of misleading material. Any account of any such process
of separation must contain, of course, some description of the stuff from which the
separation was effected. And such stuff very often is, and in this case very largely was rubbish.

[ibid p11]

Qualia [see endnote p 14]
’The sensation of colour cannot be accounted for by the physicist's objective picture
of light-waves. Could the physiologist account for it, if he had fuller knowledge than
he has of the processes in the retina and the nervous processes set up by them in
the optical nerve bundles and in the brain? I do not think so.’
Erwin Schrödinger, What is life? : the physical aspects of the
living cell. Cambridge Univ. Press[2001]
On the night of May 8th 1902 Dunne
encamped with the 6th Mounted Infantry
near Lindley, Orange Free State [Boer
War] when he had a vivid dream. He dreamt
he was living on an island populated by
French-speakers and was approached by
many locals who told him that a large town on
the other side of the island were about to be
destroyed by volcanic eruption. He and they
struggled to get the authorities to respond
with vessels to evacuate those threatened.
4000 people he dreamt were threatened and
this is how he always subsequently described
the story for some 15 years.
A few days later the Daily Telegraph
arrived and he read with amazement the
account of the story on the front page of the
disaster of a few days before.
This lead him to to the discovery of what he calls ‘serial time’ for as was pointed out to
him years later the account is of 40,000 dead. An easy misreading but a consistent one, he kept
the newspaper from that day on, and one that was replicated in the dream. He concluded that his
dream was based on experiencing the article not on witnessing the disaster in some way.
His book An Experiment With Time written some 25 years later is drawn from this experience
and many following such experiments of dream analysis. The second half of the book explores how
it could be that the future could be perceived before it had taken place.
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[dimension.]
See endnote 2 [ p67]
Talking of the-man-in-the –street - Homo sapiens – ‘His idea was that temporal
happenings involved motion in a fourth dimension. . . he did not call it a fourth
dimension . . .but he was entirely convinced:
1 That Time had length, divisible into’ past’ and ‘future’ .
2 That this length was not extended in any Space that he knew of. It stretched
neither north and south, nor east and west, nor up and down, but in a
direction different from any of those three – that is to say a fourth direction.
3 That neither the past or the future was observable. All observable
phenomena lay in a field situated at a unique ‘instant’ in the Time length – an
instant dividing the past from the future – which he called the present.
4 That this ‘present’ field of observation moved in some queer fashion along
the Time length; so that events were at first in the future became present
and thern past. The past was then constantly growing.
The employment of these references to a sort of Time behind Time is the legitimate
consequence of having started with a hypothesis of a movement through Time’s
length. For motion through Time must be timeable.
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. . . He spoke of a long Time and a short Time [never of a broad or a narrow Time].
He said ‘when tomorrow comes’ and ‘when I get to such and such an age’. p139
[ He goes on to discuss : Sheet music as a space time continuum ; or as a circumference
of a circle and adding a pointer [s] to indicate a present moment – records, clocks,
circulation of the Earth.]
Time is conceived this way - ‘For some very good and imperative reason . . . We all
perceive phenomena as being arranged in two sorts of order. There are those which
appear to be merely separated in Space, and those which appear to be successive.
[ that is separated in time – AR]
Dunne concludes that the experience of time passing as a river – passing what
exactly as everything is flowing with it- suggests a time 2 that can stand beside or outside
it and observe its passage. And since this observation takes a certain time then a possible
time 3 so infinite regression
In Man and Time J.B.
Priestly considers, that we do not
here need an infinite regression but
only three. Self I who is directly
observing time progressing. Self II is
our everyday self, observing the
actions and thoughts and responses
of self one as Dunne describes him
who ‘knows that he knows’. That is observes the processes of the Self I as an object
and as itself.
Self III he says ‘simply observes’ and is beyond timeas an observer say in a
helicopter could observe a train travelling and see its past [track] and its future [track] and
its present placement all from its removed vantage point. It may itself by moving in time and
distance separate and different to the train, and could itself be further observed – along
with the train - from some even higher vantage point. [analogy pinched from Tony Peake’s

The Labyrinth of Time 2012if he didn’t pinch it from me] .
Priestly says of Dunne –‘He was a hard headed military engineering type. . . . But
something happened to him that he could not explain – this displacement in time – and just
as he had worried away at his aeronautical problems he worried away at this Time
business. His final theory may have taken him much too far, but it cannot be denied that
he began tackling it in a tough realistic spirit, one more genuinely scientific than that of
those scientists who had a suspicion that the problem was there, but ignored it. Almost all
of them ignored him too . . . he was a nuisance.
[ Man and Time 1968 p268]
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